Abstract-As multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) radar gains popularity, more efficient and better-performing detection algorithms are developed to exploit the benefits of having more transmitters and receivers. Many of these algorithms are based on the assumption that the multiple waveforms used for target scanning are orthogonal to each other in fast time. It has been shown that this assumption can limit the practical detector performance due to the reduction of the area that is clear of sidelobes in the MIMO radar ambiguity function. In this work it is shown that using the same waveform with a different carrier frequency and/or delay across different transmitters ensures relative waveform orthogonality while alleviating the negative effects on the ambiguity function. This is demonstrated in a practical scenario where the probing waveforms consist of Gaussian pulse trains (GPTs) separated in frequency. An approximate theoretical model of the ambiguity is proposed and it is shown that the effects of cross-ambiguity in the MIMO system are negligible compared to the waveform autoambiguities.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
ULTIPLE-INPUT MULTIPLE-OUTPUT (MIMO)
radar with widely-separated antennas is a widespread research area that has gained an increasing popularity over the past decade. The advantages of using multiple transmitters and receivers are numerous: higher accuracy of target localisation, higher detection rate, increased spatial and angular diversity, increased resolution [1] - [6] . Many algorithms have been proposed in the past that in theory provide very promising performance gains for larger MIMO radar networks [1] - [6] . It has been shown in theory [7] and practice [8] that these algorithms often ignore the limiting factor of the MIMO ambiguity function. These effects can degrade the performance of a radar setup that uses a number of orthogonal waveforms in fast time. In a MIMO scenario, the maximum area in the ambiguity function that can be cleared of sidelobes gets proportionally smaller as the number of such waveforms increases [7] , [8] . That lowers the effective signal-to-interference and noise ratio (SINR) which in turn degrades the overall detection performance.
In this work it will be shown that in a widely-spaced MIMO radar system the limiting factors of the ambiguity function can be alleviated if the transmitted waveforms are separated in time and/or frequency. The concept is identical to frequency-division multiple access (FDMA) and time-division multiple access (TDMA) in wireless communication [9] . If the radar pulses are band-limited to sufficiently separated bands, the cross-ambiguity contributions to the total MIMO ambiguity are negligible. The effects have been demonstrated for a Gaussian pulse train (GPT) waveform with no delays and small Doppler shifts. An approximation to the ratio of cross-to-auto-ambiguity has been derived and simulated for the case investigated in this work. The benefits of the proposed methods come at the price of an increased bandwidth or delay in the MIMO radar system. While the derivations are performed for GPTs for convenience, guidelines for extending the approach to a wider variety of waveforms are discussed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a description of the ambiguity function and introduces the ambiguity of an infinite GPT. Section III derives the autoambiguity of a finite GPT, and Section IV derives the cross-ambiguity between two FDMA-orthogonal GPTs. In Section V the volume ratio of cross-to-autoambiguity is introduced as a metric for interference between waveforms. A Gaussian approximation to the Fejér kernel is proposed in order to derive a theoretical expression for the volume ratio of the GPT. Section VI demonstrates the viability of the proposed approximation and shows that the cross-ambiguity terms in the MIMO ambiguity function can be effectively ignored.
II. BACKGROUND
Woodward's ambiguity function of a continuous narrowband signal is defined as [10] , [11] (1)
where the subscript denotes the complex conjugate. At the integral (1) reduces to the standard time-domain autocorrelation function of . A waveform with a well-known ambiguity function is the Gaussian pulse (GP) (2) where the parameter is related to the standard deviation and thus the width of the GP. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
The ambiguity of the GP is a two-dimensional Gaussian function extending in time and frequency [10] , [11] (4)
A radar waveform consists of multiple pulses. To obtain the ambiguity function of a GPT, the following property can be used: if two waveforms are convolved in time, their ambiguity functions are convolved in time [10] . An infinite GPT is the convolution of a GP and a train of Dirac delta functions (5) spaced at a distance . The ambiguity function of (5) takes the well-known "bed of nails" form [10, pp.6-8]
The ambiguity function of an infinite GPT will be the convolution of (4) and (6) along the time axis. The spacing is equal to the length of each GP, which this work defines as 6 times its standard deviation . Plugging this into (3) results in (7) The ambiguity function of the infinite GPT consists of shifted copies of (4) in time at sampled along frequency at . The waveform is reminiscent of a "bed of razors" which are infinitely long and infinitesimally wide.
III. FINITE GAUSSIAN PULSE TRAIN AMBIGUITY
In a real scenario a radar transmits a finite number of pulses. Consider a GPT of consecutive GPs. It is the convolution of (2) and a train of equally-spaced Dirac delta functions.
The normalising constant in (8) ensures that the energy in the waveform remains unity. The ambiguity function of (8) can be calculated through direct evaluation of the integral in (1). The result is a symmetric sum of Dirac delta functions along the time axis and a sum of exponentials along frequency (9) To facilitate the analysis, define the following expression (10) which is a special case of the Dirichlet kernel function. The formula for a geometric series of exponentials is (11) The volume of the ambiguity function in a given area is used as a measure of waveform orthogonality in MIMO radar detection [7] . Thus it can limit the performance of MIMO radar. The normalized ambiguity of the finite GPT is obtained after convolving (4) and (9) in time and through using (11) (12) As the number of pulses approaches infinity, the Dirichlet kernel (10) becomes an arbitrarily close approximation to an infinite Dirac delta train in frequency, and the ambiguity function takes the form described at the end of Section II. The volume of the ambiguity function in a region is (13) Due to the shape of and since the distance is equal to , the cross-terms when squaring the right hand side of (12) involve Gaussian tails and can be ignored. Thus the following approximation can be made (14) is the Fejér kernel defined here as (10) squared. The limits of the sum in (16) have been omitted. Usually the aim is to make the volume as close to the ideal case as possible, and thus small regions around the origin are considered. The contribution to such a region will come from no more than the set in (16).
IV. WAVEFORM CROSS-AMBIGUITY IN A MULTIPLE ACCESS MIMO SCENARIO
The waveforms in a MIMO radar scenario are usually considered orthogonal and ideally separable [1] - [5] . In reality this is not achievable; however, there are transmission schemes similar to FDMA and TDMA which result in low cross-correlation waveforms. Thus the waveforms are "orthogonal" in frequency or time. Consider the GP (2) and an interferer separated in frequency by an offset and in time by
The duration and bandwidth of (2) and (17) are the same. The cross-ambiguity between the two waveforms is defined as
One can either solve the integral (18) or use the fact that the pulse (17) is (2) convolved in time with and in frequency with to obtain the cross-ambiguity
where is a time-frequency phase term. As expected, (19) is simply a shifted version of (4) in time and frequency.
For simplicity it is assumed that each GPT contains pulses. Following the approach in Section III, the normalized crossambiguity of two GPTs offset in time and frequency is (21) The approximation to the squared magnitude is once again (22) The formula for the volume of (22) is the same as (16) with the area centred around instead of (0,0). The Fejér kernel is -periodic. Thus most of the volume of (22) is contained around the points where is an integer and is within the limits given in the sums above.
V. AMBIGUITY VOLUME RATION IN A MULTIPLE ACCESS MIMO SCENARIO
A. Volume Ratio in an FDMA Scenario
The aim of orthogonal waveform design is to reduce the volume of the cross-ambiguity (22) around the origin. The worst-case scenario is when the waveforms are offset by a multiple of in time and in frequency. The bandwidth of the GP (2) can be obtained through its Fourier transform (23) If the width rule is also applied to (23), the double-sided width of the spectrum of a GP is (24) This is 6 times the rule of thumb but renders the spectrum of the GP practically band-limited. Under this assumption, the width of the spectrum of a GPT will not exceed (24). In an FDMA system the channel separation will usually be at least equal to the channel width. Therefore one can assume . Also assume that the Doppler shifts of the waveforms are small relative to their bandwidths to eliminate interchannel interference. The width of the ambiguity in frequency is also . The worst-case scenario is , where also the Fejér kernel peaks.
An FDMA system is considered here, but the results can be extended to TDMA. Thus it is assumed that no time delays between waveforms occur ( ). In a MIMO system with transmitters and receivers the total ambiguity is defined as the sum of all channel cross-and auto-ambiguities [7] , [12] (25)
The aim to reduce cross-ambiguities means that (25) can reduce to the sum of autoambiguities. Thus in this work the volume ratio between the cross-and auto-ambiguity of waveforms is introduced as a measure of self-interference in MIMO radar. The volume ratio is investigated in a small rectangular region around the origin where only the terms contribute significantly. The volume ratio reduces to (26) since the integral with respect to time is the same in the numerator and denominator. The integration of multiplications of Gaussian and sinusoid functions in (26) can only be done numerically. A theoretical result could be obtained if the Fejér kernel is approximated by a Gaussian function.
B. Fejér Kernel Gaussian Approximation
The Fejér kernel in (15) is a -periodic non-negative function. Consider one period of (15) centred around the origin. It takes the form of a rapidly decaying oscillation where the first zero-crossing is at . The mainlobe of the Fejér kernel can thus be approximated by a Gaussian with a width of . Consider the Fejér kernel from (26). The signal is scaled by and shifted by . The periodicity of the kernel will be represented in the approximation as an infinite sum of Gaussian functions. The approximation is therefore (27) Plugging (27) in (26), the expression inside the integral is a sum of products of two Gaussian functions. Each of these products is Gaussian with mean and variance [13] (28) (29)
where are the means in the denominator of (26). Consider a rectangular symmetric region around the origin . For only the ambiguity around is considered. The volume ratio approximation is shown in (31) where each contributing factor along the frequency axis is scaled accordingly. The sum over the integer in (31) represents the contributions of the different Gaussian shapes along the frequency axis to the volume in the area . As usually this area of interest is small, only a few of the contributors around are enough to represent the whole sum.
VI. SIMULATIONS
A small MIMO radar system with two FDMA-orthogonal GPT waveforms has been simulated. The length of each individual GP is , and the bandwidth is . The worst-case scenario of is investigated. Fig. 1 shows an example of a GPT ambiguity (12) at alongside its approximation (14) with the Gaussian model (27) for the Fejér kernel. Due to the nature of the fitting described in Section V-B, the model predicts the behaviour of the ambiguity well at the mainlobes of the Fejér kernel. All sidelobes outside the mainlobes, however, are ignored by the model. Thus it is expected for the approximate model of the volume ratio (31) to also best match the theoretical values around the peaks of the Fejér kernel. This can be seen in the results in Fig. 2 where the theoretical and actual volume ratios are shown for GPTs of and pulses. The simulated volume ratio (26) is calculated through numeric integration in a rectangular area bounded by . The bound in frequency is varied along the x-axis in Fig. 2 . As predicted, the theoretical model closely approximates the volume ratio (26) around the points where the Fejér kernel peaks. Between the mainlobes the theoretical model underestimates the volume ratio since it ignores the sidelobes. The general behaviour of the volume ratio is relatively well predicted through the proposed estimator (31) which does not involve numeric integration. The results in Fig. 2 show that the volume of the cross-ambiguity function in a rectangular area centred at the origin of the range-Doppler space is at least lower than the volume of the autoambiguity in the same area. Therefore in the system (25) with transmitters and receivers, the total ambiguity can be approximated as strictly the sum of the autoambiguities (32) This reflects the waveform orthogonality achieved through FDMA. The tradeoff is the increased bandwidth of the system used by the additional channels. A MIMO system of orthogonal waveforms requires a bandwidth of . This limits the FDMA waveform design to small radar networks.
The analysis in this work is performed on GPTs for convenience. Note that the approximations (14) and (22) hold for any pulse with ambiguity that can be neglected outside of a region along the time axis. However, one must ensure the spacing between pulses in (8) is also greater than . If the pulses forming a waveform meet these conditions, the autoambiguity at the origin and around as well as the Fejér kernel weights at those points can be used as a rough estimate of the behaviour of the waveform volume ratio. Note that the Gaussian approximation to the Fejér kernel (27) is independent of the shape of the transmitted waveforms. 
VII. CONCLUSION
In this work the volume of the ambiguity and cross-ambiguity function of GPT waveforms separated in frequency has been analyzed. The waveforms could be but are not limited to pilots in an FDMA MIMO radar scenario where through increase of bandwidth, interference between different transmitters is minimized. A theoretical model for the volume ratio of the crossand auto-ambiguity functions is proposed that is inexpensive in terms of processing power and can predict the amount of interference between waveforms in the Doppler-range ambiguity space. Through this model it is demonstrated that if channels in an FDMA MIMO radar scenario are sufficiently separated in frequency, virtually no interference between transmitters occurs in the MIMO ambiguity function.
